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HYPOTHESIS
WORLD HYPOTHESES AND THE EVOLUTION OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE: COMBINING

ATEGORICAL DIAGNOSES AND CAUSE-EFFECT INTERVENTIONS WITH WHOLE SYSTEMS

RESEARCH AND NONVISUALIZABLE (SEEMINGLY “IMPOSSIBLE”) HEALING

Gary E. Schwartz, PhD1, and Ernest P. Schloss, PhD2#
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It has been proposed that to understand (1) the evolution of
cience and medicine, and (2) the integration of conventional,
omplementary and alternative medicine, it is essential to con-
ider at least eight universal implicit meta-cognitive hypotheses.
t has been suggested that these implicit “world” hypotheses can
e applied in every discipline of science. The present paper
eviews the eight world hypotheses and proposes an additional
ypothesis, termed the nonvisualizable or “Nth” world hypoth-
sis (adopting the mathematical concept of “N”; eg, as in N
imensional space). Drawing on contemporary mathematics
nd quantum physics, we propose that certain theories and
ata— by their inherent nature—can not be visualized, and therefore may
eem “unimaginable” and “impossible” (if not “unbelievable”), even
hough they are real. Certain seemingly anomalous observations in
ind-body and energy medicine, including areas historically (
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abeled as parapsychology or spiritual energy healing, often elicit
trongly skeptical and dismissive reactions. We propose that
hese skeptical and dismissive reactions to purportedly impossi-
le (yet logical) theories and seemingly unbelievable (yet repli-
able) data can be tempered when the Nth world hypothesis is
nderstood and incorporated. Integrity in evidence-based sci-
nce and medicine may require that scientists and nonscientists
like develop comfort and humility in accepting the human
ind’s restricted ability to envision and imagine certain nonvi-

ualizable—yet fundamental and real—concepts and effects, as
llustrated in contemporary physics and complementary and al-
ernative medicine.

ey words: CAM, integrative medicine, theories, implicit pro-
esses, healing
Explore 2006; 2:509-514. © Elsevier Inc. 2006)
Schwartz and Russek1 and Schwartz and colleagues2 have de-
eloped a conceptual framework for integrating conventional
estern medicine with complementary and alternative medi-

ine from both the East and West. This framework, based on the
ork of philosopher Pepper,3 posits the development of increas-

ngly more complex and abstract (as well as spiritual) hypotheses,
r world hypotheses, about how nature works and evolves.4

Buck et al5 examined the relationship of Pepper’s original
our world hypotheses to chronic pain and patient healthcare
hoices. They found that patients who adopted categorical
nd mechanistic world hypotheses (world hypotheses one
nd two) tended to choose more conventional interventions,
hereas patients who preferred contextual and organismic/

ystemic world hypotheses (world hypotheses three and four)
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ere more likely to select complementary and alternative
edicine interventions. Schwartz and Russek1 and Schwartz

nd colleagues2 expanded the list of world hypotheses to
ight (described below).

Building on the earlier framework Schwartz and Russek1 and
chwartz and colleagues2 of eight world hypotheses, and draw-
ng upon the established literature in contemporary mathemat-
cs and physics, we propose here a ninth world hypothesis,
hich we call the nonvisualizable (or Nth) world hypothesis. As
ill become clear, we posit that the Nth world hypothesis is the
ost challenging and humbling (as well as “mystical”) of all

ossible world hypotheses, and that understanding this implicit
orld hypothesis is essential to make conceptual sense of some
f the most controversial observations and claims for comple-
entary and alternative medicine.
This paper presents (1) an overview to the nonvisualizable world

ypothesis, (2) a brief review of the original eight world hypothe-
es,1 (3) a discussion of the meta-world hypothesis that inspired the
reation of world hypotheses in the first place,2 and (4) the set of
easons for proposing the Nth hypothesis be added to comprehen-
ively address theories that bridge the most challenging, controver-
ial, and seemingly unimaginable and unbelievable concepts in
athematics, physics, psychology, medicine, and spirituality.

VERVIEW TO THE NTH WORLD HYPOTHESIS
he Nth world hypothesis proposes that to understand cer-
ain phenomena in nature, it is essential to try to “imagine”
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henomena that are inherently and ultimately “nonimagin-
ble” (except, to some extent, metaphorically). Conse-
uently, because certain concepts and data are inherently
nonvisualizable,” they may seem to be unimaginable, impos-
ible, and unbelievable, and be dismissed, even though they
re in fact true.

The necessity for positing and accepting certain nonvisualiz-
ble concepts and findings in science and medicine is illustrated
y highly abstract theories in contemporary mathematics and
hysics. For example, the imaginary number I, the square root of
1 (which is actually nonvisualizable) or the existence of 10 or

1 dimensions in superstring theory (which are also known by
athematicians and physicists as nonvisualizable) can be “real”

ven though they can not be visualized, except in metaphorical
and therefore incomplete) ways.

The most anomalous theories and findings in contemporary
sychology, medicine, and spirituality, as reviewed by Cardena
t al6 in Varieties of Anomalous Experience, require that an implicit
orld hypothesis (termed the Nth world hypothesis) be enter-

ained and ultimately accepted as part of reality.
To avoid possible misconceptions at the outset, the reader

hould appreciate that we are not proposing that all things that
re unbelievable must be therefore true. That would be both
onsensical and nonscientific.
Instead, what we are proposing is that just because something

eems impossible and unbelievable does not necessarily make it
nreal. We are proposing that both logic and data lead to the
onclusion that certain things that seem quite nonvisualizable
nd unimaginable—and even seem impossible and unbeliev-
ble—may reflect some of the deepest and most foundational
ualities of nature and reality.

ORLD HYPOTHESES
orld hypotheses are meta-cognitive structures that reflect im-

licit assumptions about how the world works and evolves. Ac-
ording to Schwartz et al2:

. . . world hypotheses reflect implicit, content-independent
ssumptions about how nature works, assumptions that shape all

able 1. Eight World Hypotheses

World Hypothesis

orld Hypotheses of Pepper3

H 1 Formistic All structures and functions exist as s
H 2 Mechanistic All effects have causes that precede t
H 3 Contextual All structures and functions exist in co
H 4 Organismic All structures and functions reflect org

systems
orld Hypotheses of Schwartz et al
H 5 Implicit process All systems involve invisible processes
H 6 Circular causality All systems involve the circulation of i
H 7 Creative unfolding All systems reflect flexible orders, exp
H 8 Integrative diversity All phenomena in nature reflect comp

H, World Hypothesis.
spects of information processing—thinking and feeling, prob- t

10 EXPLORE November/December 2006, Vol. 2, No. 6 W
em solving and creativity, planning and intuition. New hypoth-
ses emerge under the pressure of new experiences and
nderstandings.2(p6)

Table 1 shows the eight world hypotheses, the original four
roposed by Pepper3 and the additional four proposed by
chwartz and his colleagues.

orld Hypothesis One: Formistic
he first of Pepper’s world hypotheses establishes categories of
xperience or content. The simplest of these is the binary “black”
nd “white,” or “right” or “wrong” view of the world.1 Classifi-
ation sciences such as botany, zoology, personality, and pathol-
gy reflect the formistic world hypothesis.

orld Hypothesis Two: Mechanistic
he mechanistic world hypothesis, the basis of classical Newto-
ian science, assumes that there is a cause and effect for all events

n nature.1 As Wilber7 describes it, “if you do this, that will
ollow.” Single cause–single effect models were the basis of clas-
ical reductionistic science, from physics (eg, Newtonian) and
iology (eg, the germ theory of disease) through psychology (eg,
timulus-response) and ecology (eg, global warming caused
olely by the burning of fossil fuels).

orld Hypothesis Three: Contextual
he contextual world hypothesis adds relativism and says, “It
epends upon the way you look at it.” It says that everything
xists in a context and that there are always at least two ways of
nderstanding phenomena, based on the context and the point
f view of the observer. This formed the basis of Einstein’s
elativity theory and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and ex-
resses itself in seeing alternative interpretations for phenomena
eg, disease can be caused by the presence of a pathogen or the
esistance of the host’s immune system—depending upon the
ay you look at it.)

orld Hypothesis Four: Organismic
he organismic world hypothesis says that everything is related

Description

te categories

and are relative
tions of interactive relationships—parts interact and become whole

formation/energy/matter that interact over time
ation/energy/matter that interact and change dynamically over time

plans, and serve multiple purposes
terconnected, integrated orders or harmonies of diverse processes
epara
hem
ntext
aniza

of in
nform
ress
lex in
o everything else. This is basic systems theory, where each thing

orld Hypotheses and the Evolution of Integrative Medicine
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s both a whole and a part, termed a “holon.” This model is also
ynamic in that each thing is dependent upon other things in
he system. Everything is interconnected to various degrees. This
orldview serves as the basis of modern biology and engineer-

ng, as well as systemic approaches to health psychology, psy-
hosomatic medicine, and behavioral medicine (eg, disease can
est be described as being caused by complex combinations or
nteractions of processes such as the presence of pathogens in-
eracting with the status of the immune system).

Note that from an organismic/systemic perspective, each
orld hypothesis (presented in the order above) incorporates
nd extends the previous hypothesis:

cause-effect thinking (the second world hypothesis) implicitly
requires categorical thinking (the first world hypothesis);
contextual thinking (the third world hypothesis) involves mul-
tiple categorical and cause-effect thinking (the first and second
world hypotheses); and
systemic thinking (the fourth world hypothesis) involves a
complex combination of categorical, cause-effect, and contex-
tual thinking (the first, second, and third world hypotheses).

Also note: each hypothesis reflects an evolution in complex
nformation processing—expressed in the evolution of mathe-

atics and science to the evolution of consciousness itself.

orld Hypothesis Five: Implicit Process
chwartz and Russek1 drew from contemporary theories in sci-
nce (as well as long standing beliefs in Eastern as well as ancient
ultures) to formulate their four additional world hypotheses.
he first of Schwartz and Russek’s hypotheses posits that there
re invisible processes (which are imaginable) that can be under-
tood by science, energy being a good example. Schwartz and
ussek say, “. . . a major goal of science is to envision the invis-

ble, discover the invisible, and come to understand the invisi-
le.”1 The sciences of physics and psychology, for example, are
oth founded on the principle of implicit process thinking:
aking the implicit explicit by inferring the underlying pro-

esses of natural systems from their observable behavior. Neither
ravity nor cognitions can be seen. Only their resulting behav-
ors are observable and measurable. The fifth world hypothesis
ncludes mind-body medicine, energy medicine, and spiritual

edicine.
Note that implicit-process hypothesis means “invisible,” not

onvisualizable. As will become clear below, some concepts in
athematics and physics are not only implicit (as in invisible yet

maginable—the fifth world hypothesis), but they are literally
onvisualizable (ie, impossible to visualize and therefore are
onimaginable—the Nth world hypothesis, described below).

orld Hypothesis Six: Circular Causality
his hypothesis posits that there is a constant circulation of

nformation, energy, and matter in all natural systems.1

chwartz and Russek elaborated on this concept is their book,
he Living Energy Universe,4 in which they account for memory
nd learning in all dynamical systems through mutually reinforc-
ng (or learning) feedback loops. In the simplest two-component

ystem, component A sends information to component B, w

orld Hypotheses and the Evolution of Integrative Medicine
hich interprets the information, sending it back to A, which in
urn reinterprets the information, sending it back to B, and so
n. This hypothesis extends contemporary science to consider
nomalous phenomena, from memory in water (homeopathy)
nd cellular memory in heart transplant patients, to memory in
omplex biochemicals (eg, DNA). It includes contemporary de-
elopments in nonlinear dynamics, complexity theory, and
haos theory.4

orld Hypothesis Seven: Creative Unfolding
his world hypothesis suggests, “. . . order, especially complex
rder, does not arise through chance, but emerges from explicit,
r implicit intentions or plans.”1 Schwartz and Russek1 call these
rograms, the “generic” code (after the term “genetic code”) and
ollow the notion of “implicate order” as postulated by Albert
instein’s distinguished student, David Bohm. Bohm said,
In terms of the implicate order one may say that everything is

nfolded into everything. This contrasts with the explicit order
ow dominant in physics in which things are unfolded in the
ense that each thing lies only in its own particular region of
pace (and time) and outside the regions belonging to other
hings.8

Schwartz and Russek further say, “Trial and error, intention
nd accident, this is the vision of the creative unfolding hypoth-
sis. From this perspective, things in nature do not occur “by
hance,” rather they are “given the chance” to occur.”1

Schwartz and Russek acknowledge at this point that they are
ntering into the spiritual or mystical realms. “Issues of growth,
hange, meaning, spirit, soul and love logically follow from the
reative unfolding hypothesis. . ..”1 This world hypothesis ad-
resses a subset of anomalous theories and phenomena pur-
orted to occur in spiritual energy healing (eg, that a Great Spirit,
ource, or God can play a role in healing).

orld Hypothesis Eight: Integrative Diversity
chwartz and Russek’s final world hypothesis, although they
roposed that others might be discovered in the future, is their
ost “inferential, complex, and spiritual.”1 This is a hypothesis

f complete integration, where seemingly contradictory phe-
omena can exist in the same “soup” as Schwartz and Russek call

t.1 An example of such a theory in physics is complementary—
ow light can be both a wave and a particle. It is the search for
he grand unifying theories of nature that allow for all possibil-
ties in what may be known to humans only as a mysterious plan.
t reflects the physics’ dream to create theories of everything, or
hat Wilber calls integral theories (eg, Wilber9). The search for

ntegrative-diversity theories, the latest in physics termed super-
tring theory, arguably reflects the greatest conceptual (and po-
itical) challenge for contemporary science, including integrative
sychology and integrative medicine.

LOVING OPENNESS” AS A META-WORLD
YPOTHESIS
fter they developed their eight world hypotheses, Schwartz et
l2 discovered that underlying their effort to posit implicit world
ypotheses was a deeper implicit question, “Why formulate the

orld hypotheses in the first place?” Their conclusion was that

511EXPLORE November/December 2006, Vol. 2, No. 6
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dditional implicit world hypotheses were needed to facilitate
iscovery in nature, not merely describe it. To account for this
acilitation, they further expanded their model by adding a
mother of all meta-hypotheses”—a “meta-meta hypothesis”
since world hypotheses are themselves meta-hypotheses),
ermed “loving openness.”

Loving openness has a twofold purpose according to Schwartz
t al: “1) to foster creativity (including freedom and flexibility);
nd 2) to foster caring (including honesty, sharing, and generos-
ty).” Combining “openness” and “loving” captures the “relent-
ess search for truth.”2 The model of Schwartz et al2 is shown in
igure 1 (the Nth world hypothesis entitled “Mystery” has been
dded to this diagram).

The positing of a ninth world hypothesis requires the adop-
ion of the loving-openness meta-world hypothesis and the first
ight world hypotheses.

HE NTH WORLD HYPOTHESIS: POSITING AND
CCEPTING NONVISUALIZABLE PHENOMENA AND
ECHANISMS

he Nth world hypothesis posits that certain theories and data—by
heir inherent nature—can not be visualized (are not imaginable, except

etaphorically) and therefore may seem impossible (if not unbelievable)
ven though they are real. The inspiration for recognizing the need
o posit a ninth world hypothesis occurred while G.E.S. was
eading Nadeau and Kafatos’s book, titled The Non-Local Uni-
erse: the New Physics and Matters of the Mind.10 In the process of
eviewing theories and data supporting the concept of nonlocal
henomena in contemporary postmodern physics, the authors
roposed the profound distinction between:

those concepts and processes that are abstract but can be

igure 1. World hypothesis model revised to include the Nth world
ypothesis, Mystery.
imagined (in the sense of being capable of being visualized, eg, h

12 EXPLORE November/December 2006, Vol. 2, No. 6 W
most fifth world hypothesis concepts, like the form of an
invisible wave), and
those concepts and processes that were inherently nonvisual-
izable (in the sense of being impossible to visualize) and could
only be described approximately through metaphor (for ex-
ample, the form of infinity).

The title of chapter 2, Leaving the Realm of the Visualizable:
aves, Quanta, and the Rise of Quantum Theory,10of Nadeau

nd Kafatos’s book initiated this fundamental appreciation in
.E.S., and this controversial implicit world hypothesis was dis-

ussed at some length with E.P.S. The phrase “leaving the realm
f the visualizable” speaks to the shift from the visualizable (eg,
he wave) to the nonvisualizable (eg, quantum entanglement).

We came to appreciate that certain well accepted abstract
athematical concepts (such as the number I, n dimensional

pace, and infinities of infinities, to list a few) as well as certain
ontemporary concepts in quantum physics (including Heisen-
erg’s uncertainty principle and Bell’s nonlocality theory) were
nherently and unavoidably nonvisualizable. Such concepts
ould be labeled with words, and even sometimes be described
etaphorically. However, the actual concepts themselves were

eyond complete verbal or visual description. Their understand-
ng was both abstract and intuitive.

This is why certain theories and findings in quantum physics
eem so “weird.” Physicists playfully label this observation
quantum weirdness.”

This is the crux of the distinction between the fifth and the
th world hypotheses. The fifth world hypothesis deals with

nvisible phenomena such as gravity, yet these phenomena re-
ain “capable of being visualized”11 in that one can imagine

hat gravity is a wave, stream, or some other construct based on
he five senses. The Nth world hypothesis, however, addresses
hose concepts that are inherently invisible and nonvisualizable,
f which the mathematical concepts noted above are examples.
uotations about the visualization problem in modern physics

re cited under the entry “visualizable” in the Oxford English
ictionary.11 On this basis, nonvisualizable concepts may seem

mpossible or unbelievable to those who cannot visualize them.
We came to recognize that the well-known phrase “these are

he kind of data I wouldn’t believe, even if they were true”
spoken often about empirical findings in parapsychology in-
luding research on telepathy, remote viewing, mind-machine
nteractions, and mediumship— eg, Radin,12 Schwartz and
ussek,4 Cardena et al,6 and Schwartz and Simon13—speaks to

he common feelings of impossibility and unbelievability about
ertain concepts and observations in nature and the universe as
whole.
While we were completing this paper, we discovered an article

ublished in the USA Weekend Magazine that discussed organ
ransplants and the controversy surrounding cellular memory (a
rediction from the sixth world hypothesis).14 The article
uoted Stanford University cardiologist John Schroeder as say-
ng, “The idea that transplanting organs transfers the coding of
ife experiences is unimaginable. . . . Most scientists believe psy-
hological experience is stored in the brain. This is just not
omething the [medical transplant world] accepts.” We interpret

is statement to mean that because he could not imagine it

orld Hypotheses and the Evolution of Integrative Medicine
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though in this instance it is actually visualizable), he simply
resumed it was impossible.
In discussing the need for a ninth world hypothesis with E.P.S,

he latter pointed out that this was the heart of spiritual experi-
nces typically described as mystical. Mystics throughout re-
orded history have described this in terms of the “mystery.”

E.P.S. proposed that calling the proposed nonvisualizable (yet
eal) world hypothesis the ninth world hypothesis was insuffi-
ient to express its ultimate meaning for the world hypothesis
ramework as a whole (since other more specific world hypoth-
ses might be discovered in the future). Following a detailed
iscussion of the nonvisualizability of n dimensional space (ie,
eyond four dimensions of three-dimensional space plus time),
nd in keeping with the generic mathematical concept of “n,”
.P.S. proposed the label, the Nth world hypothesis.
Note that positing the Nth world hypothesis immediately

peaks to the experience of most scientists (regardless of their
egree of openness to anomalous phenomena in psychology
nd medicine) that certain contemporary theories and findings
re impossible and unbelievable. For example, despite the find-
ngs of double-blind distant intentionality studies documenting
hat prayer can be associated with measurable and significant
ealing (eg, Dossey15), the conclusion that “double-blind prayer
an heal” still seems impossible.

In current laboratory research with research mediums,
chwartz et al,16 and Schwartz and Simon13 have repeatedly
itnessed phenomena (replicated and captured on video tape)

hat seem impossible and unbelievable, yet clearly has hap-
ened. Some of the observations go beyond anything posited by
he eight world hypotheses (note, predictions from hypotheses
ve to eight often seem unimaginable and unbelievable to indi-
iduals who only adopt hypotheses one to four).
Often when data seem unbelievable, we search for explana-

ions to explain (or explain away) the findings—including statis-
ical accident (ie, the findings are due to chance), possible exper-
menter error or bias, and even potential experimenter fraud.
owever, some observations turn out not due to these common

causes” (the second world hypothesis), or even a combination
f them (hypotheses one to four, or more).
Here is how Sri Aurobindo, the great Indian scholar and mys-

ic (cited in Dalal,17 described how people respond to claims of
ind not only influencing matter (as documented in 20 years of

esearch in Princeton University’s Princeton Engineering Anom-
lies Research Laboratory in the Department of Electrical Engi-
eering18), but mind existing in matter itself:
The consciousness of Matter, of the inert form, is difficult

ndeed for us to understand or imagine, and what we find it
ifficult to understand or imagine we consider it our right to deny (ital-
cs added).17

The temptation to dismiss data we find impossible to believe
an be tempered once we recognize, and accept, that contempo-
ary mathematics and physics require that we go beyond what we
an visualize and imagine in four dimensional space-time. We
ropose that these mathematicians and physicists are implicitly
dopting an implicit meta-cognitive hypothesis into realms that
an not be visualized.

In his book Mysterious Flame: Conscious Minds in a Material

orld, McGinn terms this “Mysterianism.”19 Schloss simply

orld Hypotheses and the Evolution of Integrative Medicine
erms it “the mystery [E.P.S.].” The principle is the same—being
pen to McGinn’s statement of the possibility that “our intelli-
ence is wrongly designed for understanding consciousness,”19

and we would add, many other things).
If mind-body medicine in particular, and psychology and
edicine more broadly, wish to consider themselves to be “log-

c-based” sciences as well as “evidence-based” sciences, it seems
ecessary that researchers and clinicians seriously consider
dopting some version of an Nth world hypothesis.

We propose that it may be time for science and medicine to
xpand its implicit world hypotheses and that we come to rec-
gnize that certain concepts and observations in the physical,
hemical, biological, behavioral, social, and ecological sciences
equire that we open our minds beyond our current ability to
isualize. Furthermore, it may be time for us to accept, with
umility, that a subset of theories and findings may always re-
ain beyond what can be imagined by the human mind, which

s constrained in space and time. (Of course, in principle one
hould remain open to the possibility that what is nonvisualiz-
ble today may become the normal science of the future.)

There was a time, not so long ago, that our everyday experi-
nce of a flat earth and a geocentric universe led many scientists
nd nonscientists alike to refuse to journey out to sea or look
hrough the telescope. Refusal to look at data continues to this
ay. For example, some of Schwartz’s most skeptical colleagues
xercise their right to refuse to look at raw video tapes of research
ediums in controlled laboratory conditions, engaged in repli-

able anomalous information retrieval.
The Nth world hypothesis also reminds us that it is unlikely

hat we will ever find an ultimate world hypothesis or a final
heory of everything. Zimmerman says:

Far more likely is a future of changing science, changing soci-
ties, changing language and cognitive structures, and changing
rains. And these transformations undoubtedly will be associ-
ted with new and more highly developed scientific theories
nsuing from extended human contact with objective events.20

Or, as Traub says:
. . . what is unknowable to one generation is another genera-

ion’s mere technical challenge: To Aristotelians in the Middle
ges, the regions beyond the moon were celestial spheres reach-

ng to heaven, as unapproachable as whatever might have come
efore the big bang seems to cosmologists today (p. 40).21

As the history of science reminds us, in order to conduct
mpirical research (as well as perform clinical practice) with in-
egrity, it is prudent that we resist the temptation to exercise our
right to deny” theories and observations (especially replicable
bservations) that we can not understand or imagine. The pur-
ose of considering and implementing world hypotheses, espe-
ially the Nth world hypothesis, is to assist the process of evolv-
ng a comprehensive integrative medicine and caring integral
ision of health and healthcare. This is the deep meaning of
vidence-based medicine.
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